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# Falke 80-90 - Project - Front Sight Protector Blueprints #
September 5 2010 at 2:46 AM

Mykhaylo GERASYMOV  (Login archengel)

Hi, dear friends, 
 I want to make the blueprints of some parts of Falke 80-90, we can help each other, please take part in this project, please send me a pictures with measuarments of part and some owners

who have not original parts can make them! 
  

[linked image] 
  

Please, make measurments, scann them and send them to me! 
 I make 3D Model and then a blueprint, and put it here! 

  
My e-Mail is: 

 m.gerasymov[a]mail.ru 
 - where "[a]" is "@"
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Author Reply

Mykhaylo GERASYMOV
 (Login archengel)

Re: # Falke 80-90 - Project - Front Sight Protector Blueprints # September 10 2010, 6:11 AM 

 
[linked image]
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Michael Meijer
 (Login M.Meijer)

Thank you, Mykhaylo, for... December 19 2010, 8:26 PM 

 
for the outstanding 3D images plus measurements, but not many owners in want of this front sight protector will have the means and / or skills to make
full use of your efforts. 

 I am not a skilled metal worker, but it seems that cutting, grinding, then setting / folding and perhaps tempering is in order here? 
 Plus theeventual blueing afterwards, but the shape, by making folds in the metal strip looks like the biggest obstacle. 

  
But perhaps your initiative could be a very good basis for a limited (less than 600!) production of these sight covers if some production facility can be
found, ánd a wanted number of these frontsightprotectors (for german guns the german nouns are applicable)are known. 

  
Not sure if this is already discussed, or if this is the right place, but count me in for two (2) such covers! 

 Or is it better to start a specific thread, and see after a month or two if this would be 'do-able'? Garvin? 
  

Mind, I do not know of a production of the often-asked-for protector of the BSA Airsporters Mk1 and Mk2 (count me in for 4) while those guns are
produced in the tens of thousands, and many or even most seem to have lost their protector as well. 

 So again, Garvin, with several specific collector's site under your wing, would this be an item to look into on a wider scale? 
 This is the internet era, so there should be a way to come to some conclusions in demand, ánd supply. 

  
Anuway Mykhaylo, thanks again for this excellent production information, 

 Regards, Mike Meijer 
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Hi Mike December 20 2010, 3:22 PM 

 
Your suggestion of harnessing the power of the internet to gather together all those individuals in need of Falke, BSA, etc etc front sight protectors
sounds like a good one. But as you say, the practicalities of manufacturing such a precision item are daunting. 
 
I think I am not your man for this task - for one thing, I don't feel very entrepreneurial these days. Also, I have a nasty suspicion that like many well-
intentioned internet-based initiatives, the logistics of 'signing up' people scattered across the globe is fraught with difficulties. 

  
Maybe what is required is a specialist engineer or hobbyist who has the skills and enthusiasm to dedicate himself to re-protecting vulnerable airgun
front sights of every type and shape. If he can see some money-making potential in it too, then so much the better!! 

  

  
------------------------------

 
The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
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Michael Meijer
 (Login M.Meijer)

You do make sense Garvin December 21 2010, 12:45 PM 

 
and I agree a good measure of enthousiasm by one or two individuals is the most important factor 

 to make such a project work. There is likely no money to be made with it, and the prospect of a having to invest time, effort and last-but-not-
least money should be considered with that in mind. 

 Still, it seems to me those are exactly the same factors at play when buying a classic rifle in need of some TLC, and I will look into the matter
further, initially by finding out how these sight protectors were likely made, and from what kind of steel band. 

 Meanwhile, I do invite anybody else to come up with such information and to indicate if they need any such a unit. 
  

Regards, Mike
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